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Toolbox meeting topics construction

We recently wrote a blog post giving you 100 ideas for toolbox conversations. But why did we choose these specific topics? What makes these 100 topics the best to cover? In this post, we are diving deeper into our list, to give you more information about each topic, why it is important, and what to cover.
If you just want a list of topics to cover, check out the previous blog post for discussion toolbox ideas. In this post, we'll describe what each topic should include to create your health and safety speech toolbox. Topics are listed in alphabetical order rather than in order of importance, because this will
depend on the work you do, so we have included who the discussion is about or when the speech is best delivered on each topic. Plus, we'll give you some free toolbox discussion templates so you can start delivering daily toolbox conversations right away! 1. Abrasive wheels Your speech can cover the
risks of abrasive wheels, including contact, explosion discs, jam, dust, noise and vibration exposure, to discuss issues and help keep your workforce safe. Best for: Anyone who uses abrasive wheels 2. Accident costs cost lives, and can also have a huge financial impact not only on the business, but also
on the individuals involved. Talk about costs, and give everyone an incentive to prevent accidents. Best for: All 3. Accident prevention Speaking of accident prevention, they say that good safety does not happen by accident, and it is true. Discuss why accidents can occur and how best to prevent them.
Best for: All 4. Accident reporting is a legal requirement so you can use this topic to familiarize yourself with the need to report accidents and the procedures applied. Best for: All 5. Alcohol Start this conversation by increasing issues around alcohol at work, where to go to get help, and the increased risks
that employees are exposed to when they are under the influence of alcohol. Best for: All 6. Asbestos awareness Known as the hidden killer, this issue is particularly important in the construction industry. In fact, it is so important that you can download the free discussion template asbestos awareness
toolkit and start delivering this discussion immediately. Best for: Construction workers and anyone who can be exposed to asbestos 7. Asbestos Surveys Use this speech to discuss the two types of asbestos research, and when each is required. You will need to cover the management and renovation and
demolition research for the This. Best for: Work on any pre-2000 building that may contain asbestos 8. Behavior Everyone's attitude to safety is important for creating a safe work environment, so use this discussion to encourage safe behavior and allow your team to raise any concerns. Best for: All 9.
CDM Regulations Construction (design and management) regulations (known as CDM) apply to all construction work, regardless of where it is carried out or for how long. That's a good thing. Good. it doesn't matter what industry you're in. Best for: Construction work 10. COSHH Pretty much every
workplace will use or produce hazardous substances at some stage, from cleaning chemicals to dust and gases. Use the free COSHH rating template to get started with this topic. Best for: All 11. COSHH assessment Thousands of workers get sick every year through exposure to dangerous substances.
Inform your team about the legal requirements surrounding COSHH assessments. Best for: All 12. Limited spaces Restricted spaces are dangerous due to limited access and enclosed atmosphere, making any issues that arise much more serious. This issue is particularly important to cover before any
limited space work takes place. Ideal for: Work involving limited spaces 13. Discreet contractor being a discreet contractor means being a good neighbor, and looking at others who may be affected by your work. It can help the smooth operation of projects and reduce the risk of problems. Get your team
on board by covering this topic near the start of your project. Ideal for: Construction sites 14. Site Rules Another discussion about starting your project, perhaps during your inductions. You can cover behavior, MAPs, and space rules. Check out the construction site rules toolbox discussion template for
inspiration. Ideal for: Construction inductions 15. DSE display screen screen equipment (DSE) is any monitor that has the main role of displaying information, think computers, laptops, tablets and phones. Over the last few decades, this technology has become necessary in most workplaces, but why talk
about it? Because if not used properly, DSE can be associated with neck, shoulder, back or hand pain, as well as with fatigue and eye fatigue. Ideal for: Office workers and people using display equipment for work 16. DSE Exercises Speaking of DSE, there are a number of exercises you can do to help
reduce problems related to DSE use. Who said health and safety should be accurate? Some simple, free to do and no necessary equipment exercise can help DSE users avoid aches and pressures. Cover the shoulders, hands and eyes. Ideal for: Office workers and people using screen equipment for
work 17. Demolition work is one of the most dangerous activities of the site, with risks of collapse, falls, hazardous materials and services. You want to make sure that you cover this issue before they take place demolition work, no matter how small. Ideal for: Construction sites including demolition work
18. Dermatitis dermatitis is inflamed painful skin that can be very painful. It is a skin condition caused by contact with something that irritates the skin or causes an allergic reaction. It can affect workers in many industries, such as manufacturing (contact with irritants such as cement) and health (excessive
hand washing). Best for: Anyone with regular skin contact with substances or water 19. Medications You are much more likely to have one at a time at work when under the influence of drugs. This applies to both illegal drugs and prescription drugs, even common over the opposite cold and flu medications
can cause drowsiness, reducing alertness and increasing reaction time. Best for: All 20. Dust can be dangerous, or just a nuisance. Both types of dust can be harmful to workers through breathing dust into the lungs, swallowing dust, eye contact and contact with the skin. Ideal for: Dust-creating work
activities or dusty environments 21. Electrical safety Electrical hazards are present in most workplaces, from services within buildings to power tools and equipment used, underground services and roof services. If you're not sure what to cover for this topic, we've sorted you with the free electric standard
speech safety toolbox. Ideal for: Working with or around electrical equipment 22. Excavations You will often find excavations on construction sites, from the foundations for the service trenches. If you work on construction sites you are likely to be working close to this type of work, even if you are not really
involved. Use the free discussion template excavation toolbox to cover the basic information around this topic. Best for: Construction and utilities 23. Eye protection You may have two eyes, but it's best to keep them both. Eye protection helps keep your vision safe for the future by providing a barrage of
small flying particles such as dust and fumes, wet splashes and larger projectiles. Best for: Anyone who needs to wear eye protection at work 24. Fire Action This topic covers what to do in case of fire at work. Quick action in the event of a fire can reduce the impact of the fire, minimize the spread of fire
and save lives. Everyone should know what to do in case a fire occurs in their workplace, cover this issue when someone starts working in a new location or facility, and renew it regularly. Ideal for: Inductions and renewals 25. Fire extinguishers Different types of fire extinguishers are suitable for different
types of fire. Using the mistake could do more harm than good. Take the free fire extinguishers talking toolbox as a quick reminder. Best for: All 26. Fire prevention Every year British fire brigades monitor over 40,000 fires at the project, in which more than 40 people are killed and more than 2500 injured.
This issue is one of the best 100 because fire prevention saved lives and should be covered in all workplaces. the triangle of fire and how to stop fires that start by keeping the elements of the triangle of fire (Heat, Fuel, Oxygen) apart. Best for: All 27. Fire Safety The fourth fire issue on our list, fire safety,
should be used to raise awareness of fire risks and to discuss fire safety issues to help keep your workforce safe. It can affect both fire prevention and fire protection, as well as specific fire safety arrangements for your workplace. Best for: All 28. First Aid Make sure everyone knows what first aid settings
are in place by delivering a speech This! To help you cover the important points, you can use the free first aid toolkit discussion template. Best for: All but specially appointed persons and first aid 29. Flammable liquids The storage and use of flammable liquids constitutes a serious safety hazard and a fire
hazard, unless safety principals and control measures are followed. Flammable liquids can be found in most workplaces and every year people are injured at work by flammable substances that accidentally catch fire or explode. Ideal for: Any workplace that stores or uses flammable liquids 30. Forklift
loads A forklift vehicle is primarily intended for lifting and transporting heavy loads. Non-load insurance or the transport of unsuitable cargo may affect the balance and function leading to accidents. If you're using forklifts, make sure you cover this as one of your daily safety conversations. Best for: Forklift
operators 31. Forklift Use Why Is This Issue Important? Forklift vehicles are involved in about a quarter of all transport accidents at work. Use this talking toolbox to detail the dangers of forklift vehicles, as well as the rules and procedures that apply to using forklifts safely. Best for: Any workplace with
forklifts 32. Gas safety gas is a fuel used in millions of buildings across the UK and can also be used to power vehicles and equipment. Keep this discussion focused on the need for proper use, installation and maintenance of gas equipment, as well as the risks of gas leaks, fires, explosions and carbon
monoxide poisoning. Ideal for: Anywhere with gas services or equipment 33. Good cleaning cleanliness is next to piety? I don't know about it, but poor cleanliness can cause slips, travel and falls and also increase the risk of fire. Maintaining workplace fit minimizes these risks. Download the free good
housekeeping toolbox we're talking about to get this conversation ticked off your list. Best for: All 34. HSE Powers HSE inspectors may visit a workplace or workplace without notice, as part of a random inspection, a targeted inspection examining a specific type of work or location or because of the
information received. Tell your workforce what to expect if you get a visit from HSE. Ideal for: Directors and supervisors 35. Hammer Hammers are a widely used piece of equipment and were found in most toolboxes. Hammers can be dangerously used causing them to break, and even when used
correctly, creating projectiles from materials that are impressive. Use this topic to talk about the precautions required when using this tool. Best for: Merchants 36. Hand Protection We use our hands for work every day, so that your hands are the most common place to come into contact with dangerous
substances. When gloves used at work are not selected, used or stored correctly, failures can lead to skin exposure to dangerous substances (chemicals or certain natural products). Ideal for: Manual handling and contact with hazardous materials or substances 37. Hand Tools Faulty tools or tools that
are used incorrectly can cause injuries and produce poor quality work. Use this topic to encourage your team to think carefully about tool selection and proper tool use. Download the free hand talking toolbox tools to help you deliver this conversation. Best for: Merchants 38. Hard hats Hard hats are
usually a requirement in high-risk environments such as construction sites or where there is aerial work. If there is a risk of head injury, then the hard hats are required by law, so use this issue to cover the risk of head, brain and spine injuries and the importance of putting a lid on it. Ideal for: Construction
sites 39. Harmful substances Many materials or substances used or created at work can be harmful to health. raising awareness of the risks associated with substances used or produced at work that are harmful to health and to discuss issues and good practices. Ideal for: Anyone who can be exposed to
harmful substances 40. Horseplay Any messing around, using tools or equipment not provided, and failing to follow safety procedures can horseplay. This topic can be used to explain why horseplay is dangerous and how unsafe operations are the cause of most accidents at work. Best for: Everyone
especially young or inexperienced workers 41. Infections at work There are about 2000 new cases of occupational acquired infection reported each year. The most common type of infection is diarrhoea and most cases of infection are reported by health workers. Best for: Healthcare 42. Stairs More



accidents include stairs than any other piece of work equipment. You can use the free ladder use toolbox discussion to get facts on this topic. An average of 12 people die each year at work falling down stairs and more than 1200 suffer serious injuries. In this speech, you must meet the rules and
requirements for safe use of stairs. Best for: Traders and anyone who can use a ladder to work 43. Lead Exposure to lead can harm health and cause diseases. People are most at risk during industrial and manufacturing processes that create lead dust, fumes or vapours. Talk about lead exposure and
the procedures that need to be followed to stay safe when working with lead. Best for: Work with lead 44. Legionella Any water system, with the right environmental conditions, could be a source for legionella bacteria growth. This theme should cover the conditions where you are most at risk, and the
procedures needed to prevent legionella. Ideal for: Water systems 45. Leptospirosis Leptospirosis is a serious and sometimes fatal bacterial infection transmitted by infected rats and cattle, which you may know as Weil's disease. Cover the symptoms of the disease, and use speech as an opportunity to
discuss the controls required. Best for: Work near water, rats and cattle 46. Lifting equipment If you are performing lifting operations, then you should know about lifting equipment. Lifting equipment is any work equipment for lifting and reducing loads and includes any accessories used in this way (such as
accessories accessories support, fix or anchor the equipment). In this discussion, make sure that you meet the requirements of the regulations for lifting and lifting equipment (LOLER) functions. Ideal for: Lifting work 47. Lifting lifting operations can often put people at great risk of injury, as well as in large
costs when they go wrong. In the context of this topic, you should discuss the supply, design and organization of a lift, as well as safe conditions for a lift. Ideal for: Lifting work 48. Lifting Technique This falls under the broader issue of manual handling, but this discussion topic focuses more on how to lift
safely, and what best practice lifting technique should look like. Bend to the knees, get a good grip etc. You could even throw in a show with this conversation! Ideal for: Manual handling 49. Listen for hazards Workplaces are filled with different sounds and noises. Loud noise from a vehicle or a reversing
alarm could indicate a risk of approach from the mobile factory or equipment. A change in the operating noise of a machine could signal that it is broken down or in an unsafe state. Best for: All 50. Lone workers are those who work alone without close or direct supervision. A person is considered to be
working alone if they have neither visual or auditory communication with another. This issue should cover solitary working procedures for risk assessment, communication and security maintenance. Best for: Anyone who works alone You're halfway there! If you need help providing daily toolbox
conversations, all of these topics and more are included in the Conversation Plan membership so you can manage your conversations in the toolbox online! 51. Manual handling Manual handling is evident in almost every workplace in one form or another and includes movement loads by lifting, reducing,
positioning, pushing, pulling, carrying or moving, by hand or by physical force. This discussion should include the safety assessments surrounding the load, the individual, the target and the environment. You can use the free Manual Toolbox discussion template for this topic. Best for: All 52. Method
Statement A method statement is a written safe working system commonly used in manufacturing and for other high-risk activities. A toolbox discussion on method proposals should include what method suggestions are, why we write them and how to follow them. Ideal for: High-risk work 53. Mewp
MEWP stands for mobile elevated work platforms. The are widely used and can provide an effective and secure means of access to work at height. However, while it is a safe way of working at height, it must be used correctly and this issue can be used to highlight risks such as rollover and overload.
Best for: Work at height 54. Near misses This may not seem like a big or complicated topic, but sometimes the best toolbox conversations are the simplest. Since reporting near misses, can prevent future accidents from happening, this conversation could actually save lives. Download free near miss miss
discussion toolbox and give this discussion today. Best for: All 55. Noise at work environments can often be very noisy. Exposure to excessive noise can, for a period of time, lead to permanent hearing loss, and noise control regulations at work are able to protect workers. This topic is best delivered
somewhere quiet so anyone can hear you! Ideal for: Noisy working environments 56. External Work What to cover in this speech toolbox? Cold, wind, rain, sun, snow, all the things that people love about working out are also the things that can make you suffer. You can get the free outdoor work toolbox
discussion template to help you with this. Best for: Anyone working out of 57. General Services This is a critical issue to include in your list if you have services generally crossing your sites. If a machine, scaffold pipe, ladder, or even a jet of water touches or gets too close to an elevated wire, then
electricity will be conducted on earth. In fact, you don't even have to touch air services to be dangerous as electricity can jump, or arc, over small gaps. Best for: Construction and road workers 58. Pat Portable Test Devices Most workplaces have certain types of portable electrical equipment, from laptops
to kettles to drills. Portable electrical equipment (portable appliance) is usually any electrical equipment intended to be connected to a generator or fixed installation with a flexible cable and either with a plug and socket or with a push box, or by similar means. Best for: Traders and anyone using portable
electrical equipment 59. Use of MSD This should be included in the list of the best safety issues, since THE MIP is the last line of defence against risks in the workplace. This discussion should include why MSDs are important when they should be worn, and best practices on the use of MSDs. And if you
need help preparing your speech, we've covered you with the free PPE use speech template toolbox. Best for: Anyone who needs to wear PPE 60. Work permits are usually used in the context of high-risk work to ensure that strict control measures and precautions are in place before, during and after
completion of the work or activity. Great news, there is a free toolbox template talking about licenses to work as well! Ideal for: High-risk work 61. Personal Hygiene Let's not get too personal here, but personal hygiene is important to protect you and other employees from disease and cross-contamination.
This topic should deal with how germs can quickly spread through poor personal hygiene, as well as the steps involved with good personal hygiene practices. Best for: All 62. Public Protection When you define a workplace, especially in public places, it's important to think about how you're going to protect
members of the public from any risks and risks created by your work. After all, what's obvious to you may not be to a person who has never worked in your industry before. Use the free public protection toolkit discussion to get more on what this topic includes. Best for: Working close to members of the
public 63. The breathing protection equipment (RPE) uses the RPE is a type of personal protective equipment (PPE). We have already included PPE in our list, but the RPE should have its own discussion to include details on additional requirements such as face adjustment, seals and how and when to
use this equipment. Best for: Anyone who needs to use RFE 64. Radiation This is a fairly specialized topic, but it is probably applicable in more workplaces than you think. X-rays, microwave ovens, welding, UV lamps, lasers and even sunlight are a source of radiation. Ideal for: Any workspaces containing
radiation sources 65. Refuelling involves handling highly flammable liquids, and there is always a risk of fire or explosion if there is a source of ignition. Make sure your speech makes everyone aware of the refuelling procedures in place and the settings for fuel use, storage and handling. Ideal for: Use of
petrol or diesel equipment 66. Risk assessment Risk assessment is an important process in which we identify risks and control risks to protect ourselves and others from risk. This discussion should be used to make sure that your team is aware of the need for risk assessments, where to find them, and
what risk assessments apply to their tasks and activities. Best for: All 67. Roof work All work on roofs is particularly dangerous, even if a job takes only a few minutes. Nearly one in five deaths in construction work involves roofing, so make sure you add this theme to your list if you or your employees need
to access roofs at all times. Best for: Anyone who has access to roofs 68. Safety Awareness You can use the free safety awareness toolkit we are talking about to help you with this issue. There is a difference between health and safety awareness and safety awareness. Safety awareness is a constant
attitude to vigilance about the safety aspects of every job we do. Best for: All 69. Safety Benefits Could This Be the Best Safety Issue? It lays the groundwork for all other health and safety issues and can be given on the first day of your conversations because, after this speech, your audience should
know why safety is important and why you give toolbox conversations in the first place. Best for: All 70. Safety nets Safety nets are designed to provide passive from the fall, without any active effort required by the user. This topic covers what is a safety net (a net to protect people from injuries after falling
from heights, limiting the distance they fall and providing a soft landing) when and why they are used. Best for: Work at height 71. Safety Signals A safety signal toolbox discussion will cover the various types of health and safety signals, including mandatory, prohibition, warning and safe status plates.
Download the free security signs toolbox talking about this topic. Best for: All 72. Scaffolding scaffolding is often used to provide secure access and work platforms for working at height. Scaffolding can easily be misused and as components can be removed with common tools, such as hammers or keys.
This discussion should include how to use scaffolding safely, and to help, we have provided the free scaffolding toolbox talk download. Ideal for: Using scaffolding 73. Screwdrivers may not be the most exciting or dangerous item in the toolbox, but this topic can be included to talk about using screwdrivers
properly and wearing appropriate MAPs (personal protective equipment) to minimize the risk of injury. Best for: Merchants 74. Sharps Sharps are needles, blades (such as scalpels) and other medical instruments that could cause injury by cutting or pinching the skin. Health and social care workers and
others are at risk. Best for: Healthcare 75. Sharps Sharps injuries infected with infected blood can transmit more than 20 diseases, injuries from sharp objects mean possible exposure to infections such as blood-borne virus (BBV). Those at risk of injury include those who handle sharp objects directly, but
also include workers who may be accidentally put at risk when the sharp objects are not stored or disposed of correctly. Best for: Healthcare and clearing site 76. Shift work More than 3.5 million people are employed as shift workers in the UK. This is many people who will benefit from this safety issue as
shift work patterns can lead to adverse health effects, especially for night workers. It may not be available, but you can talk about this topic to discuss the planning of the rostering shift and rest days. Best for: Shift workers 77. Silicon dust silica is a main component in sand and rocks such as sandstone
and granite. For this matter, you need to include how silicon dust can be created when cutting or drilling materials, how this powder kills more than 500 manufacturing workers each year, and the precautions required. Best for: Construction 78. Site facilities within various work environments, people and
plants need to work together to get the job done. Plants and machinery are used to move large loads, excavate a trench or plow a field, while people perform other tasks such as installing services, collecting and packing, or moving smaller loads. Best for: Construction sites, factories, warehouses, waste,
agriculture etc 79. The security of the site security site is an important issue, trespassers may want to gain access to your website. With this talk, make sure you explain the good site security and steps taken to ensure the perimeter and when the gates need to be locked and secured at the end of each
shift. Ideal for: Construction sites 80. Skip loaders are used to move overrides and containers. This issue should be covered as a toolbox discussion, because every year, activities involving the movement of bypasses and containers cause death and serious injury. Think about how waste will be collected
safely and vehicle movements will be managed when planning this discussion. Ideal for: Construction and waste 81. Skip security So you've covered dodging loaders (see above), but what about bypasses This issue should include safety rules on how to dispose of waste in detours, such as keeping the
area around the skip clear, not overloading detours, not entering detours etc. Ideal for: Construction and waste 82. Slips and travel Why cover this topic? Slips and travel may not sound like a major problem, but they are the most common cause of injury at work accounting for about 40% of all serious
injuries. That's huge! You don't have to write this discussion yourself, you can use the free bulletins and travel template discussion toolbox. Best for: All 83. Step Stairs We already included the stairs in this list, so why should you talk about step stairs as well? Step ladders are considered as safer, but
falling off a step ladder is no less severe than falls from an ordinary ladder so equal care is called. Don't worry, we cover the differences in the free step ladder toolbox talk download. Best for: Work at height 84. Anxiety If the preparation of all these toolbox conversations is getting you, well, stressed, we've
already written the speech anxiety toolbox and you can download it for free. This is a large, 500 thousand people suffer from work-related stress, anxiety and depression, resulting in the loss of over 11 million working days per year. Best for: All 85. Exposure to the sun Many people can enjoy working
outdoors more when the sun shines. However, too much sunlight is harmful to your skin. Cover this topic to warn your employees about the risks, including the risks of sunburn and skin cancer. Best for: Outdoor workers 86. Tower scaffolding Tower scaffolding (also known as mobile access towers) is
widely used and can provide an effective and safe means of gaining access to work at height. Then why are you talking about them? Because towers rely on all parts that are in place to ensure sufficient power and can collapse if parts are missing, and can be overturned if overloaded or used incorrectly.
Learn more in the free tower scaffolding discussion template toolbox. Best for: Work at height 87. Transport Management This topic is in our top 100, and will probably make the top 10. Every year there are about 50 deaths and over 5000 incidents involving workplace transport. In this speech, discuss
traffic routes, speed limits, restrictions and controls, as well as the rules surrounding workplace transport. Ideal for: Workplaces with 88 traffic routes. Tripodes tripodes access to work where more than one person is required or where access to a wide area is required. There are safer work platforms
available, so use this speech to discuss when it is safe to use tryles, and when a safer alternative might be better. Best for: Work at height 89. Tyre safety Why talk about tyres? Tyres play an important role in vehicle safety. They provide traction for movement, friction for braking and a suspension element
for safety and comfort. Talk about tyre checks so everyone knows what to watch out for. Best for: Vehicle use 90. Underground Services If you or your team We need to talk about underground services. Buried services pose a significant risk to the construction site, especially in excavation work. Damage
to underground services can cause fatal or serious injury, as well as significant disturbances and environmental damage. Ideal for: Excavation work 91. Vehicle safety vehicles used in the workplace must be suitable for the purpose for which they are used. This can be a separate discussion with one
about transport management, as you can cover vehicle safety checks and assessments. Best for: Vehicle use 92. Exposure to vibration can cause long-term painful damage to your hands and fingers and back. This should include regulations on vibration control at work, exposure action values and ways
of reducing the vibration to which workers are exposed at work. Here is a free discussion template vibration toolbox that covers this topic. Ideal for: Use of vibrating equipment 93. Waste management All waste generated may present a real risk to the safety of workers if it is not properly managed. This
topic can be used to discuss how the accumulation of waste can not only be a health hazard, but also prevent escape routes and create risks of slippage and travel. Best for: All 94. Water buoyancy equipment Where there is a risk of falling into the water and drowning, it is necessary to provide sufficient
buoyancy to keep the person safely alive. This is an important issue to cover for working on, over or near the water, because life jackets and buoyancy aids could save your life if you enter the water. Ideal for: Working on or near water 95. Welfare benefits The law requires employers to as far as
reasonably possible provide adequate and appropriate social welfare facilities. This includes adequate toilet and washing facilities for employees. Download the free discussion template welfare facility toolbox to start the conversation. You should inform your team about the welfare facilities provided, their
use and keeping them clean. Best for: All 96. Wood Dust Another harmful powder makes it on our list of the best 100 safety issues for daily toolbox conversations, and this is especially important for joiners and carpenters. Wood dust can cause asthma, which carpenters and joiners are four times more
likely to get compared to other British workers and hardwood powder can cause cancer, particularly of the nose. Best for: Merchants 97. Work Equipment is any machinery, device, device, tool or installation for use at work. This includes equipment that employees provide for their own use at work.
Therefore, the scope of the work equipment is extremely wide. Every year, there are some accidents from the use of work equipment, including machinery. Many are serious and some are fatal, so discuss best practices when it comes to using machinery and equipment with this speech. Best for:
Machinery and equipment operators 98. Work near water Any work near water presents a risk that persons might slip or fall into the water, get carried away by their feet wave action, tide action, strong currents or swells from passing water circulation. Make sure you share the risks by having this
conversation before working on, near or over water. Best for: Work on or near water 99. New One new to work is anyone under the age of eighteen. Why is this issue in the best 100 security issues? Because young people are generally at increased risk because they don't have the experience, and
sometimes maturity, and talking about the risks can help raise any questions or concerns. Best for: Anyone under 18 100. Zero Harm Zero Damage is a business commitment to work towards zero deaths, accidents, injuries and ill health caused by work activities. If you consider zero damage to be an
achievable goal, aspiring to it creates a good safety culture. Best for: Everyone Wahoo, you did it to the end and if you've delivered some or all of these themes, well done! If you need help giving your conversations toolbox, all these plus more topics include in our Conversation Plan membership. Page 2
Toolbox conversations can help you create a positive health and safety culture. They may not be directly required by law, but toolbox conversations can certainly help you comply with health and safety legal requirements. But for conversations in the toolbox to be effective, they really need to have an
impact. Don't just talk where no one pays attention. Make your speech interesting. Leave a lasting impression and improve health and safety standards in your areas. Security talks are an important part of providing the information and instructions needed for safety at work. And they don't have to be
boring. Here's how to make sure that conversations about your security toolbox remain interesting.1 Give security conversations first Ok, so this doesn't make the conversation itself more interesting, but it helps to make sure that your team is interested in the conversation, rather than something else. First
of all in the morning, we'll have to be more careful. Maybe not when we first woke up, but certainly once we got breakfast and made it work. Get into your workforce before their minds are on other things like lunch, dinner, end of work, deadlines etc, and you're going to cause some interest.2. Keep the
conversations on security short conversations Toolbox should be short and lively. Keeping an attention, and keeping an interest in your speech is easier if it's small. Even the most interesting conversation in the world will boring if it goes on and on... The whole point of a toolbox discussion is to give a
quick refresh to a health and safety issue. It's not a complete health and safety lesson, and you shouldn't take half the day. Keep your speech under 10 minutes and focus on just one important topic. Forcing yourself to persevere in a short period of time will only deliver the important information that will
make the biggest impact. 3. Make your toolbox conversations relevant We say this over and over again. Do not attempt to deliver a safety discussion that has nothing to do with the Your team is taking over. They'll go out before you even start. For people to really engage with speech, it has to be relevant
and the issue has to affect them in some way. It's not always easy to choose a good topic discussion toolbox. Think about the work you do that day, and give a speech that will be relevant to the tasks and activities they do. Or what about a health and safety issue that recently caused a problem? Brush
your team onto the basics and make the workplace safer. The more relevant your speech is, the more personal you can make it. And if your team can apply the information to their work immediately, the message will stick in their minds better. For larger groups that do different tasks, you may need to
segment delivery into smaller groups to keep things relevant and interesting for everyone.4. Content is vital What is the point of choosing a big topic if the conversation itself sends your team to sleep? Remember, the discussion toolbox should be short, but it should still fit all the most important
information. Getting this information in your speech, in a condensed way, using lists, bullet points, quizzes, images, anything to be short and lively, will help keep you interested. Catchy phrases also work, as long as you don't overdo it. Things like think LITE in Manual Conversations - Load, Person, Work,
Environment. You only have a short time to get your team's attention during a toolbox discussion. Catchy phrases or abbreviations can help make it easier to remember information. What does your team need to know to work safely? Make sure you cover all the key points.5. Give your speech a purpose
Start with why. Why did you choose this topic? Why would anyone care about that? Why is this debate on the health and safety toolkit important? Perhaps there have been a large number of near misses related to the subject? Perhaps there are many deaths associated with this issue in your industry?
Once your team understands how the issue can directly affect them and their work, they are more likely to be interested. Answer this question at the beginning of your speech. If your audience can understand why you're giving the speech, and how important it is, they're more likely to be interested from
the start. Oh and, once you choose a topic, stick to it. The toolbox talks should cover a single health and safety issue. Don't try to cover too much at once, or your speech will quickly lose momentum and start to get boring. If you have more than topics you want to cover, that's great. Schedule other topics
for future conversations. Because toolbox conversations are short, you can easily cover 5 topics in a week. Just not all in one session. 6. Schedule your speech A good structure, and a ready delivery, is going to go so much better than an unprepared discussion with potentially vague information. It can be
easy to mix various pieces of information together for a topic. But what are the important points you're trying to make? Make sure that all key Covered. Just because a toolbox discussion should be short doesn't mean you shouldn't follow a simple structure, from an introduction to addressing key points, to
a quick summary at the end. This will help the basic information stand out. For example, in our toolbox conversations, we tend to follow a structure of 5 main parts. Introduction, importance, rules and regulations, guidance, summary. 5 sections in 5 minutes. Fast, short and lively. If you give the speech in
person, just reading the information word for the word from a sheet will never sound interesting, or give the impression that the conversation is planned. Use slides, handouts, visualizations, videos, anything to help you deliver information in an interesting way.7. Deliver with confidence No matter how you
choose to deliver your speech, a confident, high energy consumption will help you get interested in the conversation. This is particularly important if you present the debate yourself. Do you find your conversation boring? If you do, you can guarantee that's what everyone else will do. Your voice and body
language will give you your level of interest. If you're not interested, don't expect it to be your team. Pick a topic you're interested in. Select a topic that matters for the work you do. Add some interaction, ask questions, get feedback, whatever makes the conversation more interesting than just reading from
your notes. Feedback you receive from your workforce may suggest new and safer ways to work. Don't expect to show up and give a toolbox discussion without initialization. And be ready for any questions your team may have about the subject of your speech. It's hard to make a talking toolbox
interesting if you're un-prepared for the subject. You'll probably end up rambling or worse by giving the wrong information. Do your research, or download one of our discussion toolbox templates. If you feel nervous or unprepared, practice first, and make any changes, if you feel your interest drop.8.
Choose your format With modern technology, there are many different ways you can use to deliver your speech. Conference rooms may be reminiscent of some of your classrooms, and maybe not everyone enjoyed school lessons. The environment itself can send interest low, so as to give some thought
to what format will best deliver the information. Toolbox conversations don't have to be delivered to meeting rooms, and each conversation doesn't have to follow the same format. Try site walkarounds, videos, demos, apps, online brochures, etc. There are many different forms of discussion toolbox you
can choose to help save time and make conversations interesting. The only limit is your imagination.9. Allow questions Asking questions and checking the answers is a great way to control the audience you have understood the speech. Questions also help engage your team with speech, a bit of
interaction can help make the conversation much more interesting for both tradition (earning feedback) and audience (to participate). It can help to strengthen what they have learned and the team, giving them an interest and an incentive to listen to the information. Need help implementing toolbox
conversations? Start with 30+ free toolbox conversations to build ready to download and use and site! Or access 100+ conversations, files, and reports as part of the Conversation Plan. Membership.
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